


A continuously growing collection of Portuguese handmade tiles,
offering endless possibilities for meaningful and contemporary surfaces. 

Our tiles are designed both by our studio and in collaboration with 
renowned designers. Each tile is crafted out of earthenware, a simple and

eco-friendly material. Theia’s tiles are handmade products, where the 
earthenware is pressed, fi red and painted, using ancient techniques resulting in

a truly unique product.
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milano by

Introducing, Milano, our latest collection, a product of the 
second collaboration between Theia Tiles and Studiopepe.

Drawing inspiration from the vibrant city of Milan and its 
diverse neighborhoods, this collection is a unique amalgama-
tion of contemporary design and traditional craftsmanship.

Comprising three individual tiles, each named after a specific 
Milanese neighborhood, the collection presents a visual 

exploration of the city's distinctive character. Whether used 
in combination for a seamless blend or individually to create 

focal points, these tiles redefine interior aesthetics.

In a significant debut, this marks our first-ever collection in 
both terracotta and faience. The launch introduces a diverse 

palette of colors, injecting a sense of freshness and innovation 
into our repertoire.
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Mar Di is a collection designed by Studiopepe for Theia tiles, 
inspired by the motion of the sea, its waves, with a broader 

meaning to the theme of travel and exploration.
A formal investigation that culminates with four models in which 

the surfaces interact differently with the light that hits them. 
Developed in 2021.3Developed in 2021.3

mar di with 



MAR DI FLORES MAR DI BANDA

MAR DI GIAVA MAR DI KARA
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MONDEGO OBLIQUE

DOURO TUA STRIPES



FLORAL TEJO SMALL

TAMEGA DUO



EGO TEJO BIG

PATTERN FLORAL FLAT



PRISMA GAUDI

MONDEGO STRIPES TUA



MONDEGO FLAT STRIPES

SARAH SQUARE SARAH RECTANGLE
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